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Their very first encounter, Not Less then a Romantic Bollywood Drama :

In March 1946, when he went to Malaya Nehru rescue Edwina from being harmed when a mass of adoring Indians rushed

towards him, crushing poor Edwina who was standing between them & Nehru

[2/N]

He even wrote about His 1st encounter with Edwina in a letter to his friend Dorothy Norman almost 17 years later

But other Historians says " Mountbatten and Nehru linked arms and charged the crowd to rescue Edwina"

Read on in Attched Picture

[3/N]

Nehru-Edwina story begins in March 1947 :

In March 1947, Edwina arrived in India along with her husband Lord Louis Mountbatten who was sent as the last British

viceroy to oversee the independence and the partition of the country.

[4/N]

Pamela who fondly called Nehru “Mamu” (maternal uncle) further mentions in her book how she and her father would leave 

Nehru and Edwina alone while walking out together.
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[5/N]

Confirmation of Love By Pamela Mountbatten, Edwina’s Daughter But Denies Physical Relationship between Edwina &

Nehru .

But this is Not True.. There are eye witness Evidences .

[6/N]

Russi Mody saw Edwina in Nehru’s Arms :

Russi Mody is Son of Homi ModyFormer Governor of United Provinces and Uttar Pradesh for the years 1949–52 & He was

chairman & managing director of Tata Steel & a leading member of the Tata Group + He was Awarded Padma Bhushan too

[7/N]

Nehru was One in 18 Lovers of Edwina

The fact that Edwina got into numerous relationships after her marriage to Louis Mountbatten has been acknowledged by

their daughter Pamela

[8/N]

Mountbatten himself knew that they were lovers & He never objected to Edwina’s intimacy with Nehru

[9/N]

The Separation & Emerald Ring Gift :

[10/N]

Edwina was silent throughout the journey while going back to England - Daughter Pamela

[11/N]

If you Think Their Love Ended Here & They Separated then You are Very Wrong. Then Started New Era in Absence of

Mobile Phones.

Era of letters and frequent visits :

[12/N]

Lady Mountbatten’s midnight visitor in London - Nehru visited Edwina at midnight - Khushwant Singh 

 

Khushwant Singh was an Indian author, lawyer, diplomat, journalist and politician



 

[13/N]

Edwina’s confessional letter to Mountbatten :

Edwina wrote a confessional letter to her husband wherein she termed “most” of her relationship with Nehru as “spiritual”.

May be Edwina motivated By M K Gandhi's Experiment of Truth ■

18 Lovers & Spiritual ? ■

[14/N]

Spiritual Death of Edwina : Edwina dies with Nehru’s Letters by Her Side

When Edwina died in 1960, at the age of 58, a pile of Nehru’s letters were lying by her bed and it gave enough hint of what

Nehru meant to her and how badly she missed him in her last moments.

[15/N]

The secret: Diaries of Lord Mountbatten and his wife Lady Mountbatten - UK govt wants to bury Mountbatten documents,

spending over 600,000 pounds to protect them.

[16/N]

Shocking ? .. Absolutely No ■

Govt of India also Did same in 2013 & Purchased All Letters From Back Door for 700,000 British Pounds 1 day before

Auction

Those letters were written by M K Gandhi to Hermann Kallenbach ■

[17/N]

If Shakespeare were alive today, he might not have written Anthony and Cleopatra but rather Jawahar and Edwina

~ British writer Rhiannon Jenkins Tsang

End of Thread ●
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